NW8608
MAGIC CURVES
Instruction

Dear Customer：
Thanks for your choosing our products,for the best capability and
safety，please read the manual before operation.
Please reserve the manual for your reference.

Accessories Connection
1.Magic Curve Handle connection
（ 1） Magic curve handle and Magic curve heads

（ 2） Align the handle to the Magic curve head

（ 3） Fix the side face plastic clips

（ 4） Open the two sides bottom of the
plastic clips if need to change the
Magic curve head.

2.Anti-cellulite handle connection
Temperature Adjustion

Start/Stop
Frequency Inten
sity Adjustion

Parameter
Display Screen

The Anti-Cullulite Handle no need teardown, After adjust the parameter , Use the Jel while using the handle
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3.Massage Cloth(Use it while operating the Magic Curve heads)

5.Connect the pipe to the Mainframe

4.Connect the power wire , Turn on the power

6.Connect the drainpipe to the mainframe, Add the water

7.Install the filter

Remark:Before use the machine , Pleast fullfill
the water .As the machine starts to work , need to
remove the water pipe

9.Install the Holder

8.Install the handle shelf
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Operation Instruction
二、仪器界面详解
1.Homepage operation instruction
Voice adjustment

Drain water Start Key

Anti-Cellulite
operation instruction

Magic Curve
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2.Magic curve operation instruction

Magic Curve

Save data key

Selection key

Fanction
selection key
Start
Time adjustment

Stop

Frequency
Adjustment

Vacuum intensity
Adjustment
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3.Anti-Cellulite Panel instruction

Anti-Cellulite

Save data key

Selection key

Fanction
selection key
Start
Time adjustment

Stop

Skin Depth

Intensity
Adjustment

Adjustment
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Operation Instruction
1. Home Page Operation
(1)Connect the power wire , start the Power ,
The screen display the Homepage

on/off voice
Drain the useless water , After
connect the drain pipe , press the
homepage ,Pop-up window, select
"Yes".
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2.Magic Curve Operation instruction
(1)Press the Homepage,select the Magic Curve, Enter the operation interface , adjust the parameter
Step 1:Select the Part (Arm/Back/Abdomen/Buttock/Leg)
Step 2:Select the Function(Active/Cellulite/Firming/Moulding)
Step 3:Adjust the Vacuum Intensity(According to different customer)
Step 4:Adjust the Frequency intensity
Step 5:Setting the time

(2)Remark:The Magic Curve have 4 Modes:Active,Cellulite,Firming ,Moulding

(3)Setting the Mode:
Four modes used for different Parts
Active

Cellulite

Firming

Moulding

1 Kind of Mode:The

1 Kind of Mode:The
Roller Turn outward

2kinds of modes :
The roller turn to left
or turn to right

Function:Firming
the Muscle

Function :Stimulate
collagen synthesis.
Sculptural body curve

2kinds of modes
: The roller turn to
left or turn to right

Roller Turn inward

Function: Relaxing,
Dredge lymph

Function: Celluliting,
Lose weight

(4)After setting the parameter , if you want to save the data , Press the top right
icon,pop-up window,select "Yes",Then save the data

(5)After setting , Press the "Start",begin to work , If need to revise the parameter,
Press the "Stop",Then revise it
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3.Anti-Cellulite operation instruction
(1)Press the Homepage,select the Anti-cellulite, Enter the operation interface ,Setting the parameter
Step 1:Select the Part (Arm/Back/Abdomen/Buttock/Leg)
Step 2:Select the Function(Slimming/Shape/Firming/All-Round)
Step 3:Adjust the Level (According to different customer)
Step 4:Adjust the Depth

(2)Adjust the Temperature on The Anti-Cellulite Handle

Increase Temp.

Decrease Temp.

Remark:When the temp display "--", It means Stop cooling ,
Normally No need cooling .
(3)After setting the parameter , if you want to save the data, Press the top right
icon,pop-up window,select "Yes", Then save the data

(4)After setting , Press the "Start",begin to work , If need to revise the parameter,
Press the "Stop",Then revise it
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Solution with simple Malfunction
Failure
Power on, the machine
no reponse

Small suction
no suction

Solution
Check whether the power wire is in
good connection with mainframe
Check whether the power switch is on
Inspect whether the air line
connected well with the main frame
whether the main frame displays
good
Inspect whether the filter
has not been cleaned for a long time
or the filter screen is blocked
Whether the inflator is broken or air leakage

Using for too long time, turn it
During the operation ,the off and let it naturally cool down
machine is overheat
Check whether the power is OK
(inspected by technician)

No power

Check the fuse, if it is broken,
replace it

Specification
技术参数
高频扫斑
MEAS : 135*62*74CM
Power:800W
Voltage : 220V 50Hz
Electric current : 10A
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Packing list

ITEM:NW-8608
Name

Unit

QTY

Main

set

1

Magic curve head

pc

2

Magic curve handle

pc

1

Anti-cellulite Handle

pc

1

Massage cloth

Set

10

Power wire

strip

1

Seal

pc

2

Spanner

pc

1

Add water funnel

pc

1

Accessory Holder

pc

1

pc

2

Fuse

pc

4

Instruction

pc

1

Accessotory box

pc

1

Silicon Pipe

strip

1

Filter
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MEAS

One smooth head,
One Treaded heand

Remark

Warm Tips:
1. Some matters need attention when Use Magic Curve handle
Before use the machine, please read carefully the following imformation:
♥If skin have rebefaction or have scar while using the machine , please stop operation
immediately! If feel pain while using , please tell the operator reduce the suction in time .
♥When operation the machine , Do not keep the handle on the same part for a long time ,
Remove the handle on body or on face slowly .
♥The children which under 7 years old are forbidden .If the Children over 7 years old need
use the machine , Need doctor's advice
♥People who Have a fever,Infection ,Inflammation,skin disease
(sAcne,Eczema,Herpes,HPV),Fresh Scab,Serious or chronic disease (Cancer,AIDS,Blood
disease )are Forbidden.
♥If you have a risk of Phlebitis, and had vein surgery within 2 months , Probibition of use the
machine .If have any questions,please make advice from your doctor
♥Pregnant women are forbidden.
♥After do surgery,please make a evaluate by your doctor if you can use the machine or not (We
suggest use the machine after 3-6 months).Can use the machine after 3 months if eutocia ,after
6 months if cesarean.
♥The machine can use for any health body part expect the Eyes ,Throat,Ears ,glottis and genital.
♥Unless directed by a doctor, Please do not use the machine on ears ,Inside the mouth , neither
to mucous membrane,nipples ,nevus.
♥The epileptic,Psychopath are forbidden .
Remark:Please wear the massage cloth while using the magic curve

2.While using the Anti-cellulite, if there are the following cases , please do not
use the machine
♥If have cardiac pacemaker,Internal defibrillator, Forbidden
♥If the operation body part have metal implant
♥People who have skin cancer , or before cancer lesions
♥People who have serious blood pressure
♥People who during pregnancy or sucking period
♥The operation part have bacteria or virus infection or opened wound
♥The operation part have the permanent filler . or had Fat filled ,Plastic surgery within 3

months
3. Notes for use the machine
♥Use the machine regularlly, will make your body more health , Please do not stop use for a long
time .If use the machine not following the right rules and precautions , The effection will may
not good as you want .If there is no effect after use the machine for several times ,or have any
questions while using the machine , Please consult your doctor .There are some
differenteffects
because of the age ,living habit (sport style , late sleeping ,diet ,take antibiotics ), ect;
♥People still can use the machine if cure from the plastic surgery . But please consult the doctor
.
The machine only operated by professional
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Operation Cautions
(1)The machine only for beauty salon , not for home use .The operator should be
professional,The Non-profess operate will give rise to unnecessary hurt (The children
andthe mentally disabled people are forbidden to operate )
(2)Please do not disassemble the machine without our technician's guide or without the
user manual giude
(3)The machine should keep away from the water.when install the machine , please keep
your hands dry
(4)Please contact with the technician if the following occurs:
► :The liquid splashed on the instrument or get wet in the rain
► :The instrument have peculiar smell, Smoking or unnormal voice
► :The power wire broken
► :The instrument fall down or casing damage
(5)Please do not put anything on the power wire , please keep away from the place which
power wire will by stepping on
(6)For safety , please turn off the instrument after use
(7)Please do not insert anything others in the port , otherwise it may make fire or electric
shock.If there are something fall inside of the instrument and you can't take them out,
Please turn off the instrument , and contact with your local distributor or contact with us .
(8)Please don't put the machine on the unstable trolley,Floor,shelf or car ,f fall dowm,the
machine will be in serious broken.
(9)To extent the instrument life ,please Turn on/off intercal time more than 1 minute
(10)The voltage should in step with the regulation,otherwise the machine will may not work
even broken the machine .
(11)If the power wire broken , please contact with the seller
(12)Our company reserves the right to modify the information in this introduction before
bnnotify! And keep the explanations right for the above.
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